
[Addiction] is not like a disease. It is something we do rather than catch,
we confess it rather than treat it, the disease is in our hearts rather than
our bodies, and only the forgiveness and cleansing found in the blood of
the Great Physician is sufficient to bring thorough healing.

Preventis is a Christian non-profit organisation founded in Cluj-Napoca,
Romania in 2005. The initiative belonged to a small group of young
professionals, consisting mainly of doctors and psychologists. Faced with 16 to
17 year old drug and alcohol addicts, they understood the serious
consequences of substance abuse on young people but were also faced with
the lack of specialised services.

The prevention of addiction in young people is an
important strand of the work of Preventis. They create
opportunities to speak about the dangers of drugs,
alcohol, tobacco and gambling. The School Anti-drug
Prevention Programme provides drug awareness and
education for thousands of young people each year.

Those youngsters for whom the prevention
programme is too late are offered outpatient addiction
counselling - individual, family therapy or support
groups. Mentors meet one-to one with affected
teenagers.

The nationally recognised Preventis Addiction
Basic Course provides training for psychologists and medical practitioners.
Communism taught that addicts were weak, evil and useless to society.
However, the course helps practitioners to focus on the person behind the
addiction. One doctor who participated said, “The theories you can read from
books but what I received here was a changed attitude towards the people
suffering from addiction.“
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by debit or credit card on 01788 220699

make cheques payable to Slavic Gospel Association and return to our
office at the address below:

Slavic Gospel Association
22 Little Church Street, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV21 3AW

Project Funding
Occasionally supporters give to special projects which may already be
adequately funded. In such instances, excess funds will be used to support
other projects or where most needed.

your response
Please pray for the work of Preventis and our other partners who work with
addicts and in addiction prevention. If you would also like to donate to this, or
any other project, you can do so in the following ways:

Please contact me
about regular giving

Other project: Receipt
required

Preventis

Title: Name:

Address:

Postcode: Telephone:

Email:



The only way to free ourselves from the destructive influence of
counterfeit gods is to turn back to the true one, the living God… He’s the
only one who if you find Him, can truly fulfil you, and if you fail Him, can
truly forgive you.

A young man was referred to Preventis by the courts. He
had accidentally contributed to someone’s death and was
struggling with drug addiction and severe depression.

“How can I pay back for the life that I took? How can I be
forgiven? I cannot just give my apologies for a lost human
life. I want to die.” It was clear his drug abuse was his way
of numbing the torment.

His Preventis counsellor responded, “You are right. Only
giving up your own life would match the cost of the life
that was taken. Eye for an eye; life for a life. But what
would happen if that rule was universally applied? Is there
anyone in the world who has never hurt someone else?”
The counsellor then shared how God saw all the injustice
and wrong in the world yet loved us and sent His Son to
take our punishment by dying for us on the cross.

The Spirit of God moved in that counselling room. The
young man’s eyes suddenly lit up. “I have found what to
live for! To make God enjoy when He looks at me. To show
Him that His sacrifice was not in vain.”

Within a few days the young man was transferred to a
Christian residential programme. There he became free of
his addiction, overcame his depression and grew in his
new faith. He became active sharing his testimony on the
Preventis school anti-drug programme and is now
studying Law.

The risk of dying
from an alcohol-
related cause is 7
times higher in
Eastern Europe
than in the
Mediterranean
region.

1 in 6 European
students reported
having used an
illicit drug at
least once.

Europe shares half
the global online
gambling
market.
£20 billion
and
growing at
a rate of
10% per year.
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